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The first of Dr. Rabin's lectures was devoted to the assessment of
the complexity of several combinatorial problems.

The main question of

interest in each case is whether the problem is of polynomial, superpolynomial or exponential complexity.

That, however, is an open question

for a large number of problems.
Examples:
1)

The Graph Isomorphism problem:

there a mapping

~

Given two graphs f, and f2' is

of the f, vertices onto a subset of the f2 vertices

such that the images of two connected vertices are connected?
2)

The Map Colouring problem: Given a graph f and a number of

colours, can the vertices of f be coloured in such a way that no two
connected vertices have the same colour?
3)

The Satisfiability problem of propositional logic:

Given a

logical expression A(Pl ,P2 , ••• ,Ilk), can a truth assignment of the propositions Pl ,P2""Ilk be found which will make A true?
In general, any problem of this nature can be reduced to one of
deciding whether a given set of objects has a given property.
not;,,"

ui'

The

a problem can thus be formalised as follows.

Let P be a set of bit strings.

Decide, for any given bit string w,

whether wEp or not.
The number of bits in w is called the size of the problem.

If AL

is an algorithm for solving the problem, the complexity FAL(n) of AL is
defined as the maximum number of steps which AL takes to solve problems
of size n.

If there exist constants C and k such that
F

AL

(n) s: Cn"

for all n, then the problem is said to be of polynomial complexity.

If

no such constants exist, then the problem is of superpolynomial complexity.

If there exists a constant C and a problem size n

o

such that
I

I
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t he problem, but for the purpos e of distinguishing
omial and exponential complexity we may as s um e that the

prob l em is being solved by a Turing machine.
Defini t ion :

A problem P polynomially reduces to a problem Q if

there is a Tu ring Machine calculable map,: (O,1 }*

4

(O,1}* such that

,( w)EQ if, and on l y if, ,lE P and furthermore the time to calculate
'I'(w) is a polynomi a l fm,,, tion of Iwl.

It is clear that if P is

pol)~omially

r educible to Q and the

complexity of Q i s polynomial, then the complexity of P is polynomial.
Convers e ly, if th e complexity of Q is not polynomial, then that of P
is not polynomial.

I

The notion of polynomial reducibility leads to that of polynomial
completeness, defin ed as follows:

I

A problem P is polynomially complete if
1)

P is solvable in polynomial time on a non-deterministic

Turing Machine .
2)

Eve ry problem which is solvable is polynomi a l time on a non-

deterministic Turing Machine is polynomi a lly reducibl e to P .
A non-deterministic Turing Machine is one for which at every
step of the computation (defined by a state S and symbol under the
head 0)
go to S.

there are a number of options of the type: print 0, move X,
All halting computations must produce the same answer.

The

time that the non-deterministic Turing Machine takes to solve the
problem i s d ef ined as the time of the short'est computation.
The rema ind er of the lecture was taken up by an outline of the
proof of the following result, due to S. Cook:
Theorem

The pr opositional satisfiability problem i s polynomially

complete .
First one ha s t o show that the problem can be solved by a nondeterministic Turing Machine in polynomial time.

Thi s follows from

the fact that a pos sible computation i s the one whi ch guesses an
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I

as s ignment of t ruth values for the propo sit ions and then v e ri fie s
(determ ini s tically) that th e expression is satisfied .
3

ion can be done i n about n

The verifi cat-

steps.

Second , every pro bl em whi ch can be so l ved by a non-determ ini st ic
Turing Machin e i n po l y nomial Lime mus t be shown to be polynomially
reduc ible t o t he propositiona l sat i sf iability problem.
9S

f ollows.

This is d one

Suppo se t ha t T is a non-de term ini s tic Tu ring Machin e

whi ch accepts a set of s tring s S in polynomial time .

Fo r every i nput

s t ring"" one can c onst ru c t a propositional expres s ion A (in conjunctive

norma l form) s uch tha t A is s at i sf iabl e if, and only if, wES .

Further-

more, the s ize of A is a po l ynomial f un ctio n of the s i ze of w.
The i de a of the construc tion i s that A is a c on j un ction of sub~x pTe ss i o l1 s ,

ea ch mak ing an asse rtio n about t he computation.

as se rt ion !') are t rue if, and on l y if, wES.

l engt h

<If

All

Furthe1'1Tlore, since the

t he computati o n i ~ a polynomial function of

Iwi ,

t he number

o f s quarec scanned, a nd he nce the length of each sub-expression, is a

,

.

po l y nomial function of i 'HI .

In t he cou rse of his seco nd l ec ture Dr. Rabin proved that several
ve ry impo rtant and i nte rest ing probl ems we r e polyno mially comp l ete .
The first res ul t illustrated was in t he fo rm of the following theorem.
Theorem Satisfia bi l i t y of proposition formulae is po lynomially
r educible to t he sat i s fiab i Ii ty of proposit ion fo rmulae which are
con junctions of d i sj un ctions of at most three lit eral s , (where by a
lite r a l we mean e ither a propositional variable or its negation).
The proo f of t hi s theorem is illustrated by example.

Suppose we

have a proposition f ormula and to each of the l ogical symbols we
associate new propos i t ion v a riables.

Equiva lenc es can then be set up

so it can readily be seen t hat , by correctly choosing the new proposition variables, t he original formula is reducible to a proposition
f o rmula whi ch is a co njuncti on of at most three literal s.
The next top i c co n cerns the concept of restrict ed colou ring
pro b lems und in these re stricted problem s t here is no graph, merely a
set of

11

vCl't i (:c s a nd t hree col ours.

A co louring means that e ac h of

the vr-rticcs "i l l be a s s igned a colour and a re striction is a co ndition
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of the fonn that th ., pai r ( j , i) of verticA s sha ll not be coloured by
the S I9

ca s e of t,hiR
Theorem

-::0

'}1

fh0

fi

~ ~r

co louring problem is of course a special

0

A restl'icted

col\) = ~.·:in g

pro bl em is reducibl e t o t he ordinary

map colouring probl"lll, nnd fr" m the com putation al point of view th ey
are equivalent.
The next step is t o ehn.·' ·t,h",t s at isfiability of special formulae,
to which satisfiability of a ll formulae is reducible, i s not just
r educible to but i s a restricted colo urin g problem.
Consider the specia l fonnula which i s a con junction of small
f ormulae each a disjunction of at most t hree variables.

Since the

con junction i s true if and only if each of the conjuncts is true, we
say that if the second tenn is true then it is coloured by b and if
the third tenn is tru e the n it is coloured by c.

So it is a question

of colouring the tenns or nodes, and for that to be a truth value
assignment there are no restrictions.

And thus from such a formula,

interpreting each of the co njuncts as a vertex, certain restrictions

are obtained and thi s is a restricted colouring problem.

This problem

if so lvabl e impli es thai- th e fonnula can be made true, otherwise the
formu la cannot be mad e true .

Hence satisfiabili ty of spec ial fonnulae

is a restricted col ou ring problem and we obta in the following result.
Theorem

The map three-co louring problem is polynomially complete.

Thi s is because the propositional satisfiability problem is
po lynomia lly comp lete and is reducible in polynomial time to satisfia bility of special fonnulae, which is a restricted colouring probl em,
and every restricted co louring problem is r educible to a map co louri ng problem whi ch i nvo lv es only three colours.
The next topic conce rn s n-cliques .
An n-cl igue

i~

a graph

rn

on n vertices, every two of which are

connected .,

Now the clique problem is the c omputational problem t hat the graph
contain 8." " c liqu e as a sub-graph.
.somorphi s",

j~ .. .

13m: is fn

Alternatively it is an

isomorphically emb eddabl e i n f?
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This clique pro blem i s polynomially complete and th is can be shown
by ob se rving th-:,"-, t h o s peci a l pro posit ional formula e sat isfi ability
problem i s a c lique problc. ,
Swnming up so far we hav e the pi'chlo,.,
Given a set of s tr ing s, B ~

[0, 11*9

i~ \·iE:.~

lve now introduc3 the loll owing no tati

P is the cla s s

fc

:,.,ivzn wl s?

.,

:. a Ll p rob lem s whi ch are solvab le by d etermin i s tic

a lgorithms in polynouli a l time;
NP i s t he class of a ll problem s which are so l vabl e by (possib l y )
non-deterministic algorithms in polynomial t ime.
We can assert

BOP
However t hi

5

'*

[0 ,1 }* - B E P.

is not true, on the face of it, for problem s whic h can

be solved by non-deterministic algorithms.
Th e r e are now the fo llowing three cardinal questions.
1)

I s P = NP?

Either of the two answers _wo ul d be interesting .

If this is true t he n t his would mean that every a l gorithm which is
non-de terminist ic and terminating in polynomial t i me can be reduc ed

to a dete rmin i stic algorithm terminating in polynomi a l time.

If

however, pfNP, as is currently s u s pec ted, then t h e comple xity of t he
so lut ion to these problems i s not bounded by nk for a ny k.
2)

Is NP c l ose d under complementation?

If this i s false t hen

of course yo u hav e proved t hat pfNP.
3)

Does NP co ntain problems of truly expone nti al compl exi ty?

So h ere is an examp l e of a s ituati o n where very ori g ina l, but rather

simpl e, ideas shed a comp l e tely new li ght on problems which people
were trying to s o l ve over the years.

Also t hi s g ives a caut ion signa l

t hat there lIlay be an inherent exponential con,pl exi ty "i t,h seemi ng l y
very s i mp l e combina t oria l problems.

Th e next c hapte r in the l ecture discu sses a class o f r esult s

obtained by Nichael Fisher and Dr . Rabin where there are definite
answers wi t h respect to the complexity of the decision prob l ems in
question.

I
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First a discussion of t h E t h eo rie s

o~

addit io n of nat ural numbers

and t he addition of r eal numbe r s .
Let
N = [0 ,1 , 2 .. } , t h e set of all natural numbers inc ludi ng ze ro,
R = t he set of a ll real numbers.
Starting with t h e two structur es whi ch ar e co mmutative semi gro ups

.N

=

(N, + ) and /R

=

( R, +)

we t h e n cons id er e l ementary statements about addition whi ch can be
express ed by us ing fir st-o rder predicate logic.

Taking a formalism

with t he quantifi ers Y, t h e l ogical sym bo ls, and t he non-logical
symbo l + , we have t h e idea of sentences a Yx
,.

~x

'h =j y [x+y=z).

~y

[x+y=y+x) and

Now the first sent ence is true for natural numbers

and this i s wl'itten

JV~= a
AlsovV~

(wh ere ~ me an s 'i s t ru e in')

a,.·"!,.

a ndlR~

a,

T.

Next we i ntroduce t he notation Th(JV) for t he theory of addition of
natural numbers, and we s ay ThW) <b faWI= a}

(! means ' i s by

def inition').
Presburger

( c. 1930) proved that ThWl is d ec i dable; ThW) is

ca ll ed Presburger ' s Arjthm et i c , denoted by PA.
Tarski

( c . 19 29) had s hown that the theory of addition and

multiplication of r ea l numb e rs Th(R,+,x») i s decidable; this i s
Tars ki ' s Arithmetic, TA .
Theorem

There exists a C>O such that for every algorithm, AL,

for deciding PA there exi sts an no (l\) depends upon t h e al gorithm)
s uc h that for every n>... "o there exists a s entence a, l( a )=n so t hat
AL takes more than

za

en

st eps to decide cr, where l( a ) denot es t he

l en gth of cr.
Thus every a l go rit hm from a c ertain point i s doubly exponent ially
bad.

Two questions arise as a re s ult of this;

sma ll i s c?

How big i s flo?

How

The quantity c depends on the formalism and so a formalism

can be devised with certa in s hor t hand s which ha s the effect of inc rea s i ng the si ze of c until c becomes about 0.05.
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It the n t urn s out t hat

super-exponential explosion sets in with formulae which are of the
order of the size of the algorithm.
let AX be a system of axioms for PA such that cE AX is

Theorem

decidable in polynomial time.
exists a true theorem,
is longer than 2?

dn

wE

Given '<>

am

d>O for every "",<> there

PA, l(w)=n, whose shortest proof (from AX)

So the trouble is not just that we wish to solve this a l gorithmically in a deterministic way and this makes our procedures very long,
but even if we introduce heuristics, instead of algorithms, it isn't
an answer because the proofs to be produced will be so long that for
modest n the size will exhaust the physical size of the universe.
Similar results hold for TA except that the lower bound is
exponential not doubly exponential.
In the third lecture, Dr. Rabin gave a brief outline of how the
results concerning the exponential complexity of the theory of addition
of real numbers and the super-exponential complexity of the addition of
natural numbers are proved.
Suppose there is an add i tive semigroup <H,+> which contains the
natural numbers as a subsystem, for example the real numbers.

Only

addition is considered; however it is possible to reproduce a multiplication tab l e up to a very large number using a short formula
involving just addition .

The following key lemma is a precise state-

ment of this.
Lemma
--Let <H,+>

~

<N,+> (e.g.

<H,+> ~~ ).

There exists a d>O so that for

every n there is a formula Mn(x,y,z), I(Mn)
<H,+>

1= Mn(a,b,c)

n

~ dn,

satisfying a,b,c,E ,H

if and only if aEN, ~2? ,a. b=c, where I denotes

length.

\

The size of the formula Mn(x,y,z) is bounded by dn, and Mn(x,y,z) is
satisfied by the triple a,b,c if and only if a is a naturalthumber

\

n

less than or equal to 2?

and a.b=c.

It is necessary to define a.b.

Since a is a natural number, a.b is by definition

\

\
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l

a.b

~

b+b+ ••• +b
s um of a b's

and
O.b~.

on written just in term s of

Thus a short formu lA. of size up to

addit ion, expresses multiplication by a , where a is a variabl e integer
n

assuming value s between 0 and ~.

In particular, t he followin g re s ul t

follows
Mn(a,O,O}
that is

=

aEN

a.<:~

n

a . 0=0 .

Put in a nother way, a short formula of size dn can sing l e out from
n

among the real numb ers , integers up to ~

Thi s in itself i s a no ntrivial fact, becau se it is not difficult to d ef ine inte gers up to 2n
n

using systems of equations , but to extend i t to integers up to ~

is

ratl;.er hard.
n

Once we have int egers up to ~

and t h eir mu l tip lic atio n tabl e ,

it i s po ssib l e to cod e arb i t rary 0, 1 sequences up to size t' in terms
n

of Wlique integers up to ~
n

size up to t'

is

~

)

.

(since the number of 0 , 1 sequences of

The trick is to wr ite a numb er m as
where K - log;, n.

So m corresponds to t he sequence ( eo , e, ,e2
n

,. 0. , ek ) .

Sin ce t he numb er

m ranges between 0 a nd ~ , these sequences range ove r a ll 0 ,1 sequ ences
of length t'.
Since it i s possible to code 0 ,1 sequences of length up to ~ , it

means t hat one can ta lk about non-determ ini st i c computat i ons terminatin g in exponential t i me .

Us ing standard G'odel type methods, one can

diagonalise over these computations and it then follows that every
decision procedure (for the addition of rea l nwnbers) should take at
en

lea st 2

steps , where c i s a constant.

Thi s result a pplies essentially to every group; the reals, t he
complex numbers a nd the refore the field of compl ex numbers.

In the

ca s e of a genera l field, instead of cons idering the addit ive group,
~ e lem ent a is fixed as a parame ter

th e multiplicative gro u p i s used.

us ed to code the sequences .

Thus , as before, one can
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recapture the integers.

Hence, it turns out that even for decidable
en

fields the complexity is always at least 2

The complexity of decision procedures in the addit ion of natural
numbers can be deduced from the following lemma.
For <N,t> there exists d>O so that for every n there is a formula

Lemma

Pn(x,y,z), l(Pn) ';;dn for which a,b,c E N, and <N,+>
only O';;a, b , c ,;; 2!'

2'

1=

Pn(a,b,c) i f and

I

and a. b=c •

Thus a fo rmula of size proportional to n codes the multiplication
table up to the number 2!'

2n

Employing the same argument as before,
n

it is possible to code sequences of length up to 2!'
resul ting complexity is 2!'

and thus the

en

G'odel and Church, by using both addition and' multiplication,
obtain undecidability results .

Si nce <N,+> is decidable by Pressburger's

result, we can never hope to define multiplication just by a formula
involving addition, but we can defin e extremely large chunks of the
multiplication table by short formulae and this gives rise to the
practical undecidability results, which can be seen as chasing after
the results of Gadel and Church.
These result s point to the moral of this work.

There has been a

succession of developments concerning the way ' we view languages.

First,

we started from natural language as translated into mathematics, a sort
of naive set theory, then we us ed the language in an unrestricted fashion
to write arbitrary expressions and sentences.

This lead to the paradox

of the set of all sets which is not an element of i tseU, so these
arbitrary constructions can be contradictory.
to formalise the system by introducing axioms.

The next development was
It is known that it

cannot be proved that one has a consistent system, but one hope s the
system is consistent.

However, these general languages, like for

example a fragment of the theory of addition and multiplication of
natural numbers, are still strong enough to enable one to write
extremely difficult sentences, sentences which are independent of the
axioms.

Thus one has , an incomplete system, the language is too strong.

One can then attempt to restrict oneself to certain very limited
fragments, for example <N,+>, which are decidable.

Axioms can be

written for <N,+> from which the sentences whi ch are true abo ut the
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addition of natural numbers can be derived.

However, the formal lang-

uages still present the problem that they are an extremely compact means
of expressing statments.

As we have shown, in the language of addition

of natural numbers there are hidden large 'chunks of the multiplication
table and this means that one can talk about almost arbitrary computatn
ions which are 2a big by means of sentences which are of length dn.
These l anguages are very powerful and one can express in them stateme nts which though decidable are so complicated that their shortest
n

proof from the axioms is of size i"

It appears to be a fundamental

difficulty that one is destined not to know the true answer to many
statements.
It is perhaps appropriate to make some comments on the method of
proof, though these comments are completely in the realm of co njecture.
We have one method of proof, for which the shortest proof of a sentence
is essentially of size c"" n
con j ectured that these
' abundant ' .

•

No be tter methods are known, but it is

practioally undecidable statements are very

The term 'abundant' cannot be defined because

no measure over the space of statements.

~ere

"

is

'

Such a measure should not

be based on syntactic structure but on semantics, since it is the
meaning of sentences that determines whether a sentence is frequent
or rare not how it is constructed syntactically., Assuming a measure
ex i sted, it is not wllikely that these extreme l y difficult sentences
are very abWldant, if not the rule.

Consider an analogy with number

theory.

One can easily stump the experts by asking a question such
as 'are there infinitely many primes of the form Xa +1?' When that
prob l em has been so lved, the question 'are there infinitely many
pr i mes of the form x"+Xa +17? ' can be asked. One can go on and ask

many similar questio n s .

It would seem, and this is not ba sed on any

information or proof, that this ability to create arbitrary sentenc es
just leads to sentences which are practically beyond our methods of
proof.

Th e r easo n why we are able to prove ' theorems, and there are

books full of them, is that we, in a very true sense, only prove those
theorems which we can prove.

So by a process of cultural intellectual

revolution, we always make eps ilon additions and .d iscover certain

territories in which we can operate.

Outside these territories, there

are other territories where the shortest proof s are of sizes beyond
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cosmological dimensions and where we will necessarily always be
ignorant.
Discussion

Professor Scott

asked if it is possible to have an inconsistent system

in which the inconsistency was so difficult to prove that it was never
found, but if the system was used with ordinary proofs it would still
be possible to so lve problems with it.
definitely the case.

If one has a system in which the shortest proof

of a contradiction is of size say 22
in such a system.

usual.

Dr. Rabin replied that this was

200

,then one can work with impunity

Once one has a contradiction, one can derive 0=1 as

This ties in with another comment on proofs .

One possible way

of shortening the very long computations by algorithms is to permit the
existence of errors.

An artificial example is that if one wants to be

100% certain of the correctness of a computation to determine whether
or not a fifty-digit number is prime, then it will take about 2E,0
steps.

But if one is willing to allow a very small margin of error

then the time of the computation esse ntially reduces to linear time
in the size of the data.

This possibility has not been considered in

detail, but perhaps should be becaus e in artificial intelligence when
we want to emulate human intelligence, errors are acceptable since
they are part of the huma n condition.
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